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Everything Needed to Turn an Acoustic Kit into an Electronic Kit

FULL PACKS
Each Full Pack comes complete with I/O Module, Mounting Clamp & Arm, USB Drive, VST Software, Kick Trigger Pad, 
Snare Trigger Pad, Tom Trigger Pads, Hi-Hat Pad and Controller, Crash and Ride.

Players will no longer be forced to adapt their technique 
and style to conform to smaller targets and tighter set-
ups. The NSPIRE System uses real sized trigger pads that 
fit on top of any acoustic drum kit, allowing the player to 
maintain their acoustic setup and spacing. 

There is zero change in the range of motion or disruption 
of muscle memory when players switch between their 
acoustic kit and the NFUZD set-up. Players will be able 
to close their eyes and know where the stick is going to 
land. Additionally, each pad has a soft silicone real sized 
surface that is comfortable to play.

The NSPIRE System utilizes 16-Bit/44.1 KHz CD quality on-
board WAV samples, allowing for superior acoustic sounds 
with a wide dynamic range. Each sample was recorded with 
a variety of head combinations, and with the snare strainer 
on and off to truly capture the acoustic experience.

Rather than use loop points and false fades to create the 
impression of sustain, the NSPIRE cymbal samples are full 
stereo WAV files with a natural decay, producing a truly 
realistic acoustic cymbal sound.

Bass drum sounds in the NSPIRE Series I/O Module are 
true recreations of their acoustic counterparts. Bass drum 
samples possess a much wider frequency response 
throughout the length of each note compared to typical 
electronic drum kits. This results in a much fuller sound 
with more power.

Easy Installation
The NSPIRE Series trigger pads install on your acoustic 
drums quickly and easily, allowing players to convert to 
electronic surfaces in minutes. Tom and Snare Trigger 
Pads fit snugly on the rims of the acoustic drums. There 
is no need to remove the rims or heads so your acoustic 
drums stay completely intact. 

The kick trigger pad mounts on the bass drum hoop just 
like any standard bass drum pedal and fits bass drum 
sizes of 18” and larger. 

The ride and crash trigger pads mount just like acoustic 
cymbals, utilizing the included cymbal spin stopper 
which allows the natural motion of a cymbal while 
preventing the pad from spinning. 

RESULT = LOWER FREQUENCIES AND MORE POWER

RESULT = FULL FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND SUSTAIN

BASS DRUM SAMPLES
NFUZD Bass Drum Typical E-Kit Bass Drum

CRASH CYMBAL SAMPLES
NFUZD Crash Cymbal Typical E-Kit Crash Cymbal

OpenArchitecture
The NSPIRE Series I/O Module features open architecture, 
allowing the easy import of new samples and presets 
from BFD Eco NFUZD Edition, or other VST software. 
A drummer can now have access to a virtually limitless 
palette of uncompressed sounds. The I/O Module includes 
MIDI maps for the most popular VST drum programs. 

All MIDI assignments are separate from internal sounds. 
This allows for creating very flexible sound palettes when 
using additional hardware and software. And when using 
the included NSPIRE 8GB USB drive, you can take your 
favorite samples and presets with you and leave the 
laptop at home.

I/O Module USB Drive Kick Trigger Pad Snare Trigger Pad Tom Trigger Pads Hi-Hat Trigger Pad 
and Controller
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RESULT = FULL FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND SUSTAIN

CRASH CYMBAL SAMPLES
NFUZD Crash Cymbal Typical E-Kit Crash Cymbal

BASS DRUM SAMPLES
NFUZD Bass Drum Typical E-Kit Bass Drum

RESULT = LOWER FREQUENCIES AND MORE POWER

NSPIRE Bass Drum Samples Sustain More Low 
Frequencies throughout the length of the note, 
resulting in fuller frequencies and more power

NSPIRE Cymbal Sounds Feature FULL Stereo 
WAV Samples with Full Frequency Response 

resulting in a smoother and more realistic sound

USB Connectivity with Included Cable enables 
connection with BFD Eco NFUZD Edition and other 
sound libraries for an expanded user sample library

An NFUZD USB Drive can be used to create on-the-go 
custom presets and sound banks with BFD Eco NFUZD 

Edition, eliminating the need to carry a laptop on all gigs Triple-Zone Snare/Tom Triggers (pad surface1, lower rim2, and 
snare cross-stick  zone3) enable reproduction of an authentic acoustic 
performance including standard strokes, rim-shots, and cross-sticks

Multiple Trigger Zones (bell1, bow2, & edge3 for ride & crash - bow2 & edge3 
for hi-hat) enable reproduction of an authentic acoustic performance including 

crashes, bell-strokes, bow-strokes, and edge-chokes – the hi-hat trigger pad and 
controller allow a full range of open, partially-closed, and fully-closed sounds

Real Sized and Soft Playing Pad Surface delivers a realistic 
and comfortable feel and stick rebound while maintaining 

low ambient noise for quiet performance

Soft Playing Cymbal Surface and Weighted Motion deliver a 
realistic and comfortable feel, stick rebound, and cymbal motion 

while maintaining low ambient noise for quiet performance

Patented Pad Design Fits Directly On Acoustic Drums 
without needing to remove rims or heads, facilitating quick 

change-over between acoustic and electronic surfaces

Mount on Standard Cymbal and Hi-Hat Stands to facilitate 
quick change-over between acoustic and electronic cymbals and 
to reproduce the natural up-and-down motion of acoustic hi-hats

A Wide Kick Pad Trigger Zone1 accommodates the use of standard 
single or double-pedals and contains a Loop-Through Input2 to enable 

connection of a 2nd Kick Trigger Pad to the first for double-bass 
configurations without needing a second module input jack

Patented Spider-Web Shaped Trigger produces superior dynamic 
tracking and timbre from the center to the edge, allowing natural playing 

styles and a fully expressive sound

I/OModule TriggerPads

ADDITIONAL NSPIRE I/O MODULE SPECIFICATIONS

NFUZD EDITION SPECIFICATIONS

Pre-loaded with a mix of 11 high-end drum set configurations 

Easy Navigation with Three Function Buttons and a Data Dial

Backlit Screen and Buttons for Clear Visibility

A dedicated I/O channel for use as a Low Latency Audio Interface

Customizable User Imported Sound Banks and Audio Loops

Includes 16-bit/44.1 KHz professionally recorded and uncompressed drum  
samples, each with a variety of head combinations and with snares on/off

A wide selection of cymbal and auxiliary percussion samples representing  
a large array of genres

Expandable sound banks with over one terabyte of expansion packs  
in the BFD Universe and 3rd-party expansion libraries available online  
directly through the BFD Eco NFUZD Edition interface

Simple Export-to-Module function provides the ability to transfer sounds  
and presets to the I/O Module via the provided USB Drive. Full electronic  
drum support with customizable key-maps

Ability to Stack 2 Voices on One Trigger

Sequence Playback (drums only)

Advanced and Fully Assignable Click Track 

Includes a Mount and Clamp for flexible placement

Mac® and PC compatible

(12) Trigger Input Jacks  
(including Hi-Hat Controller)

(1) MIDI Out Connector

1/4” Master Out Jacks (L/R)

(2) 1/4“ Direct Out Jacks 

1/8” Headphone Jack with Independent 
Volume Adjustment 

1/8” Auxiliary Input with Level Control

(1) USB 3.0 and (1) USB Computer  
(B-Type) Ports

Sample import capability allows users to import custom or 3rd-party  
WAV files into BFD Eco NFUZD Edition and then export to the I/O Module

User audio loop import via USB Drive and playable using the assignable 
start and stop function of the I/O Module

15 built-in effects including gain, EQ, 2 compressors, filter, filter modulation, 
dynamics, 2 reverbs, drive, delay, ring modulation, flanger, bitcrusher, 
envelope-shaper and noise gate

Special reduced price upgrade option to BFD3 Virtual Studio Technology 
(VST) containing 24-bit/44.1 KHz professionally recorded and 
uncompressed drum and percussion samples

Play-along channel for practice and recording  
with music on your computer

Built-in Stereo audio export for producing your 
own recordings

Full integration with your digital audio workstation

Compatible with Mac® or PC


